Wordsworth Crushing Ltd adds more Crushing
and screening power to their fleet. 24th May 2013
Based in Barnsley, South Yorkshire,
Wordsworth Crushing Ltd has recently
invested in two McCloskey S-190 triple
deck, mobile vibrating screener, one R105
tracked screener and two McCloskey J50
mobile jaw crushers from the UK
distributor – Aggregate, Processing and
Recycling Ltd (APR) of Tamworth,
Staffordshire.
With more than 25 years’ experience in the supply of specialist contract crushing
and screening services Wordsworth Crushing has an enviable track record on
UK major projects, having successfully completed contracts in quarrying, site
remediation, slag processing, demolition, chemical works and recycling.
With the company ethos of highly maintained equipment, operated by fully CITB
qualified, experienced and reliable drivers the recent choice to purchase the
McCloskey machines was based on machine reliability, flexibility and cost
effectiveness, all backed by comprehensive support from Aggregate, Processing
and Recycling Ltd.

Oliver Wordsworth – Director, commented, “The investment in the new
McCloskey machines adds more power to our fleet of equipment and will allow
us to offer our customers a more cost effective solution to their demands, with
savings in fuel and increased productivity.

R190-3 high energy mobile vibrating screener
Currently being operated at Scunthorpe Steel Works the McCloskey S190-3 and
the J50 Jaw crusher provides a highly effective crushing and screening
combination for the project.
A highly effective screener with quality components throughout, the S190-3 has a
focus on usability and offers a range of customer focused features as standard,
whilst pushing the industry production performance standards by providing the
most advanced 20' x 5' portable vibratory screening plant in production today.
The S190's unique high energy screenbox design provides optimum screenbox
dynamics to give output levels that place the S190 in a league of its own.
Features such as the adjustable screenbox angles allow adaptability to a wide
range of materials including quarrying, crusher circuits, sand and gravel, coal
screening, topsoil, and woodchip. Having the highest grade specifications and
component parts, the S190 has the highest combined true screening area across
three decks.This class leading screening area, along with it high energy
screening action (combination of optimised screenbox weight, shaft speed, and
screen amplitude dynamics) ensure that the McCloskey Tripledeck models are
the superior choice in aggregate material screening.
Uniquely produced with a cross conveyor, and a fully hydraulic folding fourth
conveyor as standard, this reduces set up time, the need for lifting equipment,

and prevents damage or bending when moving the machine, or when setting up
with manual lifting gear. With quality components throughout, the McCloskey
Triple decks offer a reliable solution to the demands of customers application
needs.
R105 tracked high energy screener
Working alongside the triple deck, the R105 two deck, high energy screener
fulfils its duties as the best option for operators who don’t require the full capacity
of the larger models. Built from high quality components the heavy duty R105
offers durability, reliability and proven performance. Driven by a 100HP engine
the R105 offers the highest stockpile (3,600mm) and largest screening area (12 x
4.5) in its class. Meeting the European transport regulation width the R105 also
represents the most cost effective productivity and quality on the market.
J50 jaw crusher
In contrast, the J50 Jaw Crusher powered by a 350 HP Tier 111 Cat C9 engine is
a machine with a focus on quality, durability, and productivity. Driven by a CAT
C9 engine, and a 50'' wide jaw (the widest jaw in its class), the user friendly
control panel with excellent machine diagnostics, places the J50 places at the
fore of portable crushing machinery.
Equipped with class leading, material throughput and capacity, the largest
stockpile height in its class and an extended side conveyor as standard, the new
J50 crusher continues to push the boundaries of industry performance.
A professional parts and service package
With branded components throughout and a high efficiency diesel hydraulic
system providing higher throughput and lower fuel consumption the new

machines are backed by a professional parts and service package supplied by
APR who has an accumulation of over thirty years of experience in the
construction industry. This experience has been gained from design,
manufacture, sales and servicing of all types of construction equipment,
specializing in crushing and screening equipment.
Employing all their own fully trained service staff within an 18,000 sq. ft.
workshop facility complete with all the necessary equipment to service, or if
necessary manufacture new parts at their Tamworth site, APR maintain full
control of their staff and facilities allowing the company to operate at maximum
efficiency, offering a total after sales service package.
Oliver, further commented, “It made sense to go with an experienced distributor
who has the ability to offer a comprehensive service provided by their fully
trained staff and workshop facilities.”
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